BRIGHTSPACE BY D2L
LMS LTI INTEGRATION

SIMPLIFY WORKFLOWS BY INTEGRATING
YOUR BRIGHTSPACE LMS WITH ADOBE
CONNECT
The Brightspace Learning Management System (LMS) by D2L
is a powerful, industry-leading system built to enhance the
virtual learning experience for participants while alleviating
the pressures faculty and administrators face when utilizing
the tools needed to create engaging virtual content.
eSyncTraining’s Learning Management Systems integrations
offer educators the solutions to simplify their workflows while
enhancing the learning experience. Adobe Connect allows for
a more engaging meeting space for students and instructors
while feeding data back into your LMS and taking care of the
details for you. eSyncTraining LMS for Adobe Connect is easy
to integrate and can be used on an individual course and
LMS-wide level.

CLASS ROSTER SYNCHRONIZATION & MAPPED
ROLES AND PERMISSIONS
*Available with On-Premise, Hosted, and ACMS Adobe Connect accounts

MULTI-DEVICE ACCESSIBLE

EXPERIENCE:

Gain the freedom to administer virtual classrooms, study
groups, and office hours from almost anywhere. Deliver
quizzes and surveys on your tablet and even utilize add-ons
and pods such as eSyncTraining’s EduGame Cloud.

EASILY REUSE MEETING ROOMS
Session recordings sync back to the Brightspace dashboard where
instructors can edit or share the recording with the session
participants instantly.

BRANDING AND CUSTOMIZATION

REAL-TIME QUIZZES AND SURVEYS

Customize your LMS portal to tailor to your needs,
creating streamlined workflows and a system your
organization is familiar with. Access your files and
documents from a single location. Course meetings,
recordings, and files are available for instructors to
distribute to students through permissions.

SINGLE SIGN-ON

Adobe Connect meeting rooms can be utilized over and over
and even across platforms, ensuring persistence and
consistency and an easy set up process.

Scores and responses gathered from Adobe Connect Meetings
are automatically recorded into your LMS, offering a more
convenient and error-free way of round trip management of
your gradebook.

LARGE CLASSROOM SUPPORT

The LMS synchronization supports Adobe Connect seminars
and can support virtual classrooms greater than 1000
simultaneous users.

Sign-on once in Adobe Connect and your LMS,
allowing you to schedule and hold classes, study
groups, and office hours with ease.
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